
Imagine… the creativity shaping our culture 
 
 
In a world distinguished by catastrophe and trauma on a global scale, not to mention pressing 
issues and schisms at the local, regional and national levels within Australia itself, art can seem 
unimportant, even trivial? Yet the multifarious ways in which artists approach their practice, 
whatever their chosen art form area — as meditation, reflection, comment, provocation, 
resistance, discussion or exploration — are surely essential to our future condition. As Megan 
Morris wrote or said some time in the late 1980s, “today’s crisis is too critical to give up on 
unimagined possibilities” — or words to that effect. 
Sarah Miller, ‘If you’re poor you’ve gotta be clean’, 20061 
 
 
 

This exhibition arises from a fascination with contemporary visual art. Artists stimulate and 

challenge us with ways of seeing, thinking and making that are beyond everyday experience, and 

their practices distinguish the character of a society by defining its culture. Art forms, including the 

visual arts, once perceived as an index of culture, are today identified as culture’s very nature. 

Artists take us to places that we cannot otherwise experience by affecting our subjectivity: the 

ideas and habits that construct inner and outer worlds.  

 

Art practices have of course altered as the world has changed. In recent decades visual art like 

other disciplines has been influenced by new realities and speculations; by the effects of travel, 

technology and communications media and by ideas emerging from the theoretical domains of 

psychoanalysis, cultural studies, critical theory and others. Historical, social and political critiques 

have been pursued alongside material and conceptual concerns and the self-reflexive enquiries 

of the studio, such as projects addressing the question ‘what is art?’ 

 

If a decade ago visual artists appeared to be polarised by conceptual approaches and interests in 

material practice, today a more moderate position has been assumed, between orders of 

personal experience and critical reflection. Locating significance in daily existence as much as 

prospective realities makes for art that creates resonant connections between social-political 

experience and culture. Sarah Miller amongst others has long advocated for the recognition of 

innovative contemporary cultural practice and the importance of funding to the survival of artists 

and the generation of a vibrant culture. Her challenging affirmation above echoes the crisis in the 

Australian arts identified recently by cultural commentator David Throsby in the lack of value 

placed on Australian culture that risks leading to cultural impoverishment, and relates to the 

motivations behind Imagine… the creativity shaping our culture.2 

 
 Imagine… is a project that supports both artists and writers to make new work and communicate 

fresh perspectives. It also acknowledges the creative embrace of the potential of the future, as 

well as the conditions of the present. Contemporary art, for reasons of its innovation or ambiguity, 



can be difficult to understand or appreciate but that does not mean it should be deemed 

untrustworthy or unsupportable. Undervaluing contemporary practice places at risk the culture of 

today and undermines the potential meaning of both the past and the future.3 

 

The new works of the ten artists in Imagine… are not proposed as indicative of signature styles or 

‘representative’ of Australian art. Seen as a group, their current practices survey a wide range of 

research, interests, conceptual precepts and media, offering a mélange of individual perspectives 

by artists at very different stages in their careers. Similarly, nine essayists with previous exposure 

to an artist’s oeuvre have contributed new writing, offered as a parallel perspective on the art in 

the gallery.  

 

The works exhibited by Lizzy Newman and Michelle Nikou have, in different ways, an impact on 

our psychological states. Newman intentionally disrupts complacent unquestioning of the role of 

individual consciousness within a collective cultural norm, while the unconventional nature of 

Nikou’s elicits more personal, internalised responses. Nikou’s sculptures, jewellery and two 

dimensional works call forth a range of descriptions as well as felt associations, evoked at times 

by the unconventional results she achieves with her chosen media. Untidy, unhygienic, 

unwholesome, domestic, erotic, lumpen, fragile, dark, ironic, beautiful… the list of terms applied 

to her work is wide ranging; from evocations of remembered or imagined experiences to 

responses prompted by Nikou’s severe treatment of materials. Small in scale and often based on 

prosaic household objects. the forms and titles of Nikou’s works confound initial expectations and 

polarise viewers.  

 

Nikou brings together sculptural traditions (such as casting and patinating) with the current post-

Duchampian condition that is no longer satisfied by the unmediated re-contextualising of mass-

produced or found objects. The overlooked objects that Nikou selects as a source of inspiration 

go through a process of reverse alchemy, being manipulated, handworked and re-materialised 

into strange, new forms. Nikou translates aesthetic and sculptural languages, deliberately taking 

classical forms and giving them a Mobius twist to reveal their abject and vernacular counterparts. 

The underbelly of home life and hidden crevices of bodily existence receive similar treatment. Her 

objects provoke questioning as to their maker or wearer: whose traces or lives are encapsulated 

in these encrusted, pierced shapes? Other more ephemeral domestic fixtures are ennobled, 

protected and preserved by being cast in prime metals. Nikou transports the domestic and 

functional to other realms, undertaking a social work that activates the space between the home 

and museum.  

 



Lizzy Newman’s current practice is also inspired by the hope of providing a service with a social 

motivation. Her concern is that the viewer engage not with individual items of art but with the 

formal and phenomenological character of exhibition sites by way of the contents she inserts in 

them. Activating the visitor’s subjectivity in a way that may establish a connection with the artist 

through responses to material objects renounces a degree of authorship and partly transfers the 

formation of relationships to audience members. The framework for dialogue created between 

materials, places, visitors, writers and artists is proposed by Newman as empowering, and 

predominantly as a means of acting in opposition to the forces of capitalist society.  

 

Newman’s work is deliberately modest, unspectacular, collaborative and humanly scaled. She 

prioritising simple and aesthetic pleasures in an investigation of the conservation and recycling of 

resources, particularly emphasizing freedom of thinking and creativity (anyone can create art if 

they desire) and the potential for communal engagement. Such attitudes infer that art can 

contribute to social change or a better future. However, Newman does not intend her work be 

instrumental in a resolute way: she leaves space for indeterminacy in the tension between the 

material autonomy of her objects and their possible meaning.  

 

Newman’s shift from painting in the late 1990s to working with existing and altered objects and 

materials with a view to activating space and observers exemplifies a wider change that occurred 

at this time, one that gives precedence to the generation of inter-subjective relations over the art 

object. ‘Relational aesthetics’ the concept coined by French writer and curator Nicolas Bourriaud, 

describes artists working with methodologies involving social exchange, interactions of individuals 

and critique of the market economy.4 While too narrowly defined to encompass most artists’ 

strategies, this idea is useful in beginning to understand the philosophy of practices such as 

Newmans. Newman’s vision for transformation is a personally scaled liberation or freedom, 

founded on privileging creativity and simple pleasures as a route to shifting assumptions for art, 

physical experience and creative thinking.  

 

Whether art can provide a model for living or the application of lived relations to a wider social 

context are also useful questions in approaching the practice of Lucia Usmiani. Usmiani’s 

response to a society enmeshed in a web of consumption and economics is to quarantine certain 

discarded material of this system and, in ways that partly mimic the processes of production in 

material economies, convert this detritus into new and aesthetic ‘products’. 

 

Usmiani’s project involves scouring for and collecting rubbish, the hard labour of its cleaning and 

preparation, and the making of objects that have recurring patterns or which are characterised by 

other forms of regularity. In its repetitive nature, seductive surface and hence metaphor for the 



creation of desire, Usmiani’s works and processes are analogous to aspects of the commercial 

system. Her work adds value to that which has little or no value in today’s world. While this artist’s 

practice also aims to minimise impact on the natural environment, from a broader perspective her 

work also replays and revisits the feminist strategies, ecological politics and optical fascination of 

a wide range of artists working internationally across the previous half century.  

 

Just as the cleaning and reworking of rescued materials is an imperative for Usmiani, painting is a 

compulsive and daily practice for David Palliser. Palliser is immersed in the potential and 

production of his medium, directly addressing the question that faces all artists: how to retain 

freshness and innovation in their practice? In confronting this challenge, Palliser re-evaluates 

traditional concerns in painting such as the tension between abstraction and representation, the 

effect of colour and tone or facture, the possible heterogeneous representations or 

determinations of space, and relations of the picture plane and scale within each work.  

 

Digital design and print technologies are constantly enhancing the capabilities and perfectionism 

of image making. In this environment, Palliser’s paintings are refreshing reminders of the 

difficulties of making art and creating art in a pictorial medium. The form, tones and iconography 

of his works are the painstaking result of a process that teeters between collapse and achieving 

control, until final coherence is achieved. The resulting works convey the energy of the 

uncertainties and inconsistencies of the creative process.  

 

By contrast, photographer Chris Barry has consistently investigated issues arising from the 

representational power of photography. Her recent bodies of work depict places and people but 

make no claim to being sociological documents. Barry works from a position of critical reflection 

on contemporary identity in this country, including a desire to expose the assumptions that 

individually inform our evaluations of the identity positions of others. Whom do we see? How do 

we understand her subjects? Which aspects of pictorial language, such as race and posture, do 

we intuit as signs of normative behaviour of individuals, of a group? Which images circulating in 

the past inform the history that we are writing now? We, the viewers, are as much the subject as 

those Barry depicts. 

 

Barry places the creative agency and hence pictorial power in the hands of her sitters. Her 

subjects compose themselves in images that the photographer then reproduces. Barry chooses 

modes of presentation to optimise the visual information offered by the images, which appear 

unmanipulated, as produced in the camera on location. Sensitive to the conventions and partial 

understanding of the lives of Aboriginal people and those living in the location of Alice Springs, 

Barry’s insights into this aspect of Australian society in recent work cannot be separated by the 



viewer from perspectives disseminated visually in global fashion, commercial and news media. 

Her work is differentiated by its self-conscious reflection on the impossibility of an unmediated 

contemplation of the world and the responsibility taken for recording and experiencing personal 

and communal existence. 

 

Imagination, cinema, memory, digital gaming, narrative and graphic animation all contribute to a 

different worldview proposed by Arlo Mountford’s humorous and speculative representations. 

Melding cartoons and graphics with digital animation techniques, the scenarios of Mountford’s 

moving images splice autobiography with basic plots or action taken from the artist’s favourite 

sources; an unusual mix of stereotypical B class horror action movies and art history. We are 

constantly reminded that with the speed and power of today’s communication tools and corporate 

media, the past is easily rewritten, erased or multiplied. In Mountford’s works a range of possible 

narratives are generated in which past and present, and reality and fiction blend. 

 

Often partaking of a journey or an ambiguous physical quest, Mountford’s male and female 

protagonists rarely conclude their sojourn happily. In the work made for Heide, their travels take 

them across the breadth of utopic and dystopian encounters with Australian and international art 

of the past century, culminating in a final encounter that throws uncertainty on the reality of the 

whole episode. We are left wondering what sort of world do these scenarios suggest? How might 

we imagine their metaphors and meanings? What are the intentions of Mountford’s strategies: 

homage, irony, subversion or a mix of all three?   

 

Intrigued with the operation of the living world and the interaction of species, including humans, 

Vera Möller’s practice is a cultural response to nature informed by her earlier studies in biology, 

microbiology and theology. Working across a range of media and forms, Möller undertakes a 

broad investigation into facets of the interfaces between nature and culture, particularly those 

where concepts and actualities of beauty and ugliness, or more broadly culture and science, 

collide.  

 

Möller engages with the notions of evolution and hybridity as they arise in biology and their wider 

bearing on being. She thereby offers her audiences ways to contemplate the relations between 

manmade and natural, and the systems we have devised to institute such knowledge, such as 

taxonomy, indexes, museums and laboratories. Möller has finally arrived at her own 

Wunderkammer, a virtual cabinet of curiosities comprising part life-like and part deathly forms. 

Captivating in itself, her installation in Imagine… plays host to ideas and issues that haunt 

contemporary society. For what purposes is science or commerce harvesting and stockpiling the 

natural world? Have we created clones or mutants in the quest to collect, understand, order, 



replicate and profit? Möller sheds light on the curious, serious and lighthearted prospects of both 

science and art as spaces in which to risk experimentation into the unknown.  

 

Many of the concerns that inform Möller’s creative investigations into the experience and 

understanding of the world are in sympathy with the thinking behind the cross-disciplinary 

practice of Stelarc. Stelarc’s performances, sculptures, robots, prosthetic heads and replica body 

parts test both the possibilities and limitations of science, art, and social and cultural codes, 

especially our ethical and moral systems. Stelarc has described a number of his projects in terms 

of ‘amplifying’ the body and its functions. In the past decade, this augmentation has been 

increasingly technological, involving connecting the performing body and its robotic doubles to 

computer signals or the audience networked via the World Wide Web. Not only has Stelarc 

mimicked the physical body: in 2003 he brought the audience face to face with the development 

of artificial intelligence by embedding a technological agent, his Prosthetic Head, in the world, 

where it could continue to cultivate its vocabulary and ‘thinking’. 

 

Stelarc and his collaborators speculate on the future of both the human body and consciousness 

now that technological agents are now implicated in what we define as constituting civilisation 

and humanity. His works raise the question of subjectivity and query the definition of self, and of 

our understanding of consciousness, identity and agency, as well as practical issues of relations, 

primarily based around power and inequality. While he foregrounds the aesthetic motivation for 

his work or its ability to raise awareness, rather than perpetuating dystopian or utopic motivation, 

Stelarc’s practice does activate perspectives and dialogue on the divergent conditions of human 

existence, on our current being and other ways of living that only he can imagine.   

 

The expansive nature of Australian culture embraces work as diverse as that of Stelarc and the 

artists Garry Namponan and Ron Yunkaporta alike. Namponan and Yunkaporta lead us to other 

understandings of and ways of living within the world. Situated in remote Cape York Peninsula 

the art making of the Wik people is a socio-cultural practice, a process through which 

responsibilities as well as rights and interests are negotiated. Namponan and Yunkaporta belong 

to families and people with a sculptural tradition, for whom carvings have religious and ancestral 

significance. Ron Yunkaporta is responsible for the creation of Apelech Law poles, originally 

objects of ceremonial practice and today linked to certain rites, which Yunkaporta performs in his 

ancestral role as a song man. Garry Namponan carries on the tradition of carving totems that 

derive from ancestral lines and symbolise creatures of the sea, land and sky, such as salmon, 

freshwater shark, night owl and kangaroo. Objects that arise from historic totemic meaning 

originated for the re-enacting of movements of mythical heroes, for the allocation and 



maintenance of land and law, rights and resources and for fulfilling obligations assigned by 

ancestral beings.  

 

Rather than diminishing in cultural value in contemporary society, objects such as those by 

Namponan and Yunkaporta, are of rising consequence. In making us aware of the growing lack of 

clarity within distinctions of and intersections between art and ceremonial/spiritual objects, such 

work necessitates openness to those cultural material and practices that are increasingly 

unfamiliar. Accustomed to appreciating objects for their aesthetic qualities, as individuals we must 

seek to discern the meanings in indigenous art, be they mythical, political, aesthetic or decorative, 

that are generally invisible to the blinkered non-indigenous eye.  

 

What has been lacking in the twentieth century is a cultural thought that would unify all these 

things: economy, technology, ecology, society, matter, mind, and spirituality. There are no great 

philosophers or great thinkers who’ve been able to develop the thinking that unifies all these 

questions. Master Nan5 

 

Imagine… celebrates the persistence of visual art and recognises and encourages the 

transformation of culture that depends upon new and innovative creative practices and 

independent and critical reflection. There is no one conclusion to take away from a glimpse into 

art of the moment such as that in Imagine…; instead there is evidence that painting is not dead, 

there are visions of art as transformative or spiritual, evocations of sensations of self as opposed 

to others, and multiple reflections on what it is to be human. It is not necessarily the artist’s place 

to take on role of philosopher or seer, yet, as this exhibition indicates, contemporary artists think 

across and outward from the experiences and ideas of their time. The multifarious forms of 

expression arising from only ten artists defy easy categorisation or definition. We can however, 

enjoy these works as they reflect a group of singular perspectives, and as ways of seeing and 

experiencing that enhance our art heritage and enlarge our capability to imagine the present and 

its possible futures. 

 

Zara Stanhope 
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